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Part Three
1956 to 1957

RAF Wymeswold
1956 (Part One)
Rolls Royce depart; Summer Camp in Malta;
Frontline Hunters arrive (the Wattisham Wing); Exercise ‘Fabulous’
In the early weeks of 1956 Rolls Royce’s use of Hangar 5 drew to a conclusion
although at least one aircraft lingered on and the last flight movements by Rolls
Royce at Wymeswold are recorded in April with three takeoffs and just two
landings. This final departure marked the end of one of the most notable periods in
the airfield’s history when it can claim to have made a real contribution to the future
of both military and civilian aviation. On the positive side, at least the technical
support teams would now be spared the spartan conditions and long journey to and
from work.
In other respects 1956 literally started with a bang at Wymeswold. On Sunday
January 1st, 504 Squadron’s Fg Off C.H. Smith was carrying out a high altitude
practice interception when his Meteor went out of control and he was forced to
make a quick exit. He ejected successfully, sustaining minor injuries although he
was admitted to Ely hospital where he was kept under observation for two weeks.
The aircraft disintegrated on impact with the ground, fortunately doing no more
damage than making what is described as ‘a large hole in a ploughed field’. Less
dramatic, a Rolls Royce Hunter en route for Hucknall was diverted to Wymeswold
because of bad weather by Nottingham and a Syerston-based Provost experiencing
severe engine vibrations was guided in for a safe landing.
In January 504 Squadron were only able to fly one hundred and eighty-six hours
and one hundred and twenty-five in February, the result of a long period of ice and
snow that made flying from the aerodrome impossible; the intended air-to-air
practice was largely cancelled although some cine firing on the towed flag took
place on the rare good weekend days. The February Form 540 noted that they had
not been able to carry out a full day’s flying since December 4th 1955.
A stimulus for the squadron in these bleak winter days was undoubtedly the call up
papers they received for a planned two-week summer camp in Malta and this good
news was carried forward in March when much better weather allowed two
hundred and sixty-six hours to be flown, bringing the monthly average back on
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target. The first weekend saw twenty-seven air-to-air cine sorties undertaken in
addition to twenty-eight ‘effective’ visits to Thornaby on Tees for air-to-air firing,
including five non-firing dual sorties in the Meteor T.7 as this aircraft was not fitted
with guns. The squadron were glad to be back in their mainstream although hitting
the target proved difficult and scores were lower than expected, put down to the
lack of continuity in training in the previous four months.
Unlike regular RAF squadrons where personnel were posted in and out on a regular
basis, the auxiliaries were fortunate in having a more stable group of both ground
and aircrew which probably helped to make up for limitations of often only flying at
weekends and certainly meant the pilots generally knew each other pretty well.
There was some change and in April the squadron lost an auxiliary officer when Flt
LtFlt Lt Hatfield resigned on moving to South Africa. Numbers were generally up to
strength with one hundred and seventy-six on the roll: thirty officers, including
twenty-seven auxiliaries and one hundred and forty-six airmen of whom ninety-four
were auxiliaries. The Wymeswold flying team was settled and performing well, both
in the air where air-to-air firing and cine in April and May showed significantly
improved scores and on the ground where aircraft serviceability was classed in the
monthly reports as either very good or excellent. As a consequence the station
would have been comfortable at the annual Air Officer Commanding’s inspection in
April. The teamwork continued into May when over three hundred hours were
flown with the major focus again on air-to-air firing. Thirty-three shoots were carried
out – with no stoppage of any gun and much better results, the average score rising
to just short of nine percent and Fg Off M.J. Bennett obtained thirty percent for one
shoot.
Wymeswold hosted the 12 Group aerobatic contest on May 12th although little
activity associated with this is reported. But during the Whitsun bank holiday at the
end of the month 504’s Meteors spent some time practicing their contribution to the
RAFA air display, this year returning to Hucknall after the 1955 excitement at
Wymeswold. The squadron made a significant contribution at Hucknall with Flt Lt
E.F. Smeeth giving an energetic solo aerobatic display that set the show off with
panache. Later, he provided more solo aerobatics, slotting into the gaps between a
series of runs flown across the airfield by the main formation of eight Meteors which
demonstrated several different formations; they were led by the commanding
officer, Sqn Ldr P.I. Briggs. Subsequent reports from the show organizers and
publicity in the press were very complimentary.
Another indicator of a level of stability in and around the Squadron was the
appointment of Gp Capt J.M. Birkin CB, DSO, OBE, DFC, AFC as the new Honorary
Air/Cdr for 504 Squadron in May 1956 This appointment was much welcomed by
the squadron, Mike Birkin had commanded 504 Squadron for two and a half years
between June 1948 and December 1950.
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Thus far 1956 had moved forward in a steady routine at RAF Wymeswold; June was
to break this mould and would prove to be quite a month in the station’s history.
Although decent summer weather failed to appear and flying hours were lost, the
Meteors were seen to fly off for extended sorties as the pilots carried out long-range
cross-country flights in preparation for their long flight out to summer camp in Malta
and the last weekend of the month saw all 504 Squadron aircraft with drop tanks
fitted underneath their wings. These additions added to the purposeful appearance
of the Meteors but put restrictions on the tactical and weapons training exercises
they were able to undertake prior to their departure. The physical changes were
noted by the locals many of whom who knew of the impending journey to what was
then an exotic destination and the Meteors’ departures and arrivals in the
Wymeswold circuit appeared normal. Even with some manoeuvering restricted two
hundred and ninety-seven hours were flown in June by the Wymeswold home
team.
By the end of June 504 Squadron was essentially ready with bags packed.
While 504 Squadron had been busy with long cross-country flights in preparation
for their deployment to Malta and packing for the move, other changes were
happening at Wymeswold. On a murky Friday June 8th three or four Meteor F.8s,
two Meteor T.7s and two Vampire T.11s with unfamiliar markings quietly slipped
into the circuit, landed and were put away in No 2 and No 3 Hangars. They were
the vanguard of dramatic activity over the weekend.
The weather was still overcast in the late morning of Sunday June 10th when the first
pair of Hunters arrived and made their presence known but the pilots were
frustrated that they could not make a more dramatic entrance because of the poor
visibility. The pair was led by Sqn Ldr Steele, Commanding Officer of 257 Squadron
and after announcing their arrival by ‘?gaily swooping about’ over the aerodrome
they ran in purposefully from the west, peeled off in crisp military style and entered
the left-handed circuit behind Hoton to land on runway 26 – somewhat unusual at
this time of year since the prevailing wind was westerly.
Over the next few hours they were followed by a stream of sleek, camouflaged
Hunters from 257 and 263 Squadrons, mainly in twos and threes running in,
breaking left and landing. Although the locals were used to Sunday flying – and
seeing Hunters – this was obviously something very different: these machines
sported bright squadron markings on their noses and looked as if they meant
business.
The arrivals continued into the afternoon, disturbing a few Sunday lunches, until
more than twenty Hunters had cruised in, taxied to the ASP in front of the hangars
and been towed away to join their squadrons’ Meteors and Vampires. This
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257 Squadron Hunter F.2s on the apron at Wymeswold June 1956. (Via Nick Carter)
completed the arrival of the Wattisham Wing for an extended stay while the runway
at their parent station was strengthened and resurfaced.
RAF Wymeswold was now the base for three fighter squadrons, two of which were
equipped with the very latest aircraft, which attracted a good turnout by members of
the local press on the morning of Monday 11th. They were warmly welcomed but,
to their regret, there were certain questions they must not ask and certain items of
equipment they were not allowed to photograph. Although the weather was not
ideal and the new squadrons had hardly had time to draw breath they managed to
produce a good line up of Hunters on the ASP and a small fly-past was set up. The
public relations team was quick to calm fears of excessive noise in the local area
from the new aircraft and two local pilots from 257 Squadron were hailed as
‘serving on one of the air force’s crack supersonic fighter squadrons’ which fame
they modestly dismissed with ‘a continental shrug and what is believed to have
passed for an inscrutable smile’!
Both squadrons were pleasantly surprised by the warm and efficient welcome
provided by the Wymeswold Station staff and immediately settled into their training
programmes. The skies over the local area became busy as Hunters, often in pairs,
took off from the aerodrome and flew a long climbing curve over Loughborough
before heading to the open skies further east, returning perhaps some fifty minutes
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257 Squadron Hunter F.2
taxiing on Wymeswold’s
northern perimeter track after
landing on runway 26.
Summer 1956. (Richard Knight)

later with a fast break to land. Although some accommodation was available for the
officers and airmen initially around half were living eighteen miles away at RAF
Newton which, despite the attraction of better (permanent) facilities, necessitated an
unwelcome daily commute.
257 Squadron reported a small but determined army of pigeons residing in No 2
hangar ‘which made a change from the rooks they had been used to at Wattisham’
but apart from that the technical accommodation in the hangars for the Wing was
found to be excellent. Although initially some aircraft servicing would have to be at
Wattisham (landing by prior appointment!) this was planned to move to
Wymeswold in the near future but less complex first-line servicing could be catered
for from the outset. Initial flights concentrated on sector recce flights and local
familiarization. 257 Squadron flew one hundred and thirty-four cine sorties along
with a sprinkling of tactical formation flying; an average of four to five aircraft were
available each day, the only mishap being when a tyre burst on landing for Fg Off
J.G. (Nick) Carter’s Hunter, Jack Train 58. In his book ‘Meteor Eject’ Nick explains
that he was landing off a QGH/GCA approach – a let down guided by a ground
controller as well as practicing manual control which made the controls very heavy,
taking two hands to fly (without power controls the force required to fly the Hunter
was ten times that required to fly the Meteor). On manual control there was a
tendency to cross the boundary hedge just a little bit faster and Nick thought the tyre
burst was due to ‘a hasty touch of brakes before the wheel was firmly on the
runway’.
Total hours flown in the month by 257 Squadron were two hundred and thirty-nine
in the Hunter F.2s and thirty-eight in Meteor and Vampire training aircraft. Morale
in the squadron was high, reflected in the standard of flying and Sqn Ldr Steele’s
final comment on the month was ‘the atmosphere and situation of Wymeswold
create the impression that morale will rise even higher and a happy and productive
stay is anticipated’.
As a footnote in their official records (Form 540), the squadron reported several
farewell parties before they left Wattisham either mourning or celebrating the
departure depending on the individual’s personal taste, notably one hosted by the
commanding officer Sqn Ldr Steele at which ‘nearly everything happened short of
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the fire brigade being called out’. The social life appears to have been maintained at
Wymeswold where ‘the Leicestershire populace encountered the squadron
members occasionally as they have been feeling their way, sometimes literally,
around the neighbourhood’.
263 Squadron also reported high morale at the novelty of the move although the
fact that they were operating from tents in a not-so-dry summer was less than ideal.
The damp conditions in the tented crew rooms were blamed for an unusually large
outbreak of colds! 263 Squadron flew two hundred and eighty-seven hours in their
Hunters F.2s, sixteen in Meteors and twenty-three in Vampires in the month. The
only incident for the squadron was when Sgt Hill landed his hunter, Gavel Red One
after experiencing a rough-running engine. He taxied safely back to dispersals. In
general there was ‘a good spirit abroad’.
All squadrons as well as the Station staff also started to plan the Battle of Britain ‘At
Home’ day to be held on September 15th which had been announced to the press on
the Wattisham Wing’s arrival. A conference was held which included participation
from the civilian police and representatives of the major bus companies to plan all
routes to the station and make provision for car parks etc. The confusion of Whit
Monday 1955 was to be avoided! The process for programme printing and publicity
was set in motion.
In the tented crewrooms set up for the Hunter squadrons, July was frequently
punctuated by murky days with hissing paraffin lamps doing little to brighten the
dullness of damp chairs and muddy floors, wild dashes to get strapped in the
Hunters before a downpour started and gloomy descents searching for a cloud base
that appeared to get lower and lower. This problem was enhanced by the lack of a
ground-controlled approach (GCA) for much of the month. Although a group of
chequerboard-marked GCA vehicles (one with a rotating antenna) had recently
parked not far from the existing small brick CR/DF beacon, the equipment had yet
to be calibrated. However, even their presence doubtless added a welcome
additional element of safety and guidance for the aircrew; for outsiders this lowlying assemblage added further confirmation that Wymeswold was now at the
leading edge of military flying.
257 Squadron reported that despite conditions, only once did the weather conspire
to catch anybody out. After permitting five Hunters to get airborne at staggered
intervals one morning, the cloudbase swiftly and unexpectedly lowered and the
aircraft returned to find the clouds skirting the trees – and all the very tall trees
growing close to the aerodrome had been taken down when it was built in 1942.
With no Ground Controlled Approach available the aircraft made straight-in
approaches on the CR/DF to land successfully while the squadron commander
‘frisked about like a Dervish lighting sodiums on the runway threshold’.
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For the Wattisham Wing flying during the month was ‘more solid than memorable’?.
Both Hunter squadrons flew standard training sorties with practice interceptions and
weapons training on the sixteen days when the weather relented. Towards the end
of the month it improved slightly and 257 Squadron were up to scratch with
serviceability and flew a good number of battle trips that proved ‘splendidly
refreshing for the more experienced members and instructive – if occasionally hairraising – for the newcomers’.
263 Squadron sent a detachment to RAF Horsham St Faith for Exercise Fabulous but
the weather there was poor in the extreme and little flying was possible, one of the
few scrambles resulted in two aircraft being diverted to RAF Waterbeach to meet up
with Wymeswold’s temporary residents of the previous year, 56 Squadron. The
ground crew members from 263 Squadron were living under canvas during this
time of poor weather and the aircraft were picketed out each night. While on this
detachment the squadron had to be moved no less than three times to different
dispersals on the airfield and reported feeling ‘like the lost tribes of Israel’!
Both squadrons were tasked with providing aircraft to make up part of a fly past,
alongside the Odiham Wing, for HRH Princess Margaret. Six Hunters from 257
Squadron (and presumably a similar number from 263) were made available for two
practice days although the first, on Friday 20th was blessed with such bad weather
that it ended up being ‘leaders only’. The second on the 25 th was a little better and
ground crews were flown from Wymeswold and back the same day in Anson
aircraft. This process was repeated for the actual fly-past on the 27th when 257 had
no fewer than ten aircraft sitting serviceable and ready to go on the apron with
throughout the day ‘the unusual sight of eight serviceable aircraft was maintained’.
The fly-past received warm congratulations with formation keeping described as
‘excellent’? and the Wings arrived ‘at the right time at the right height’!
(See also the photograph on page 120.)
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RAF Wymeswold
1956 (Part Two)
Hunter F.2s to F.6s – the ‘XEs’; Sunburn in Malta; RAF Wymeswold ‘At Home’

At Wymeswold, 257 Squadron had received two new replacement Hunter F.2s one
of which, WW888, was the first F.2 off the production line and had been piloted by
the current Wg Cdr Flying (Wg Cdr Jensen) ‘in his testing days’, so there was a
happy reunion. Even more stimulating for the pilots and ground crew of 263
Squadron – and watched by 257 Squadron ‘with mild envy’ – was the arrival late in
the month of eight Rolls Royce Avon-engined Hunter F.6s to replace 263
Squadron’s F.2s and F.5s, which were fitted with the less-powerful Armstrong
Siddeley Sapphire. The 263 Squadron commander hoped this ‘would see the end of
their engine troubles’?.
Wymeswold’s increase in activity was noted with some excitement by local
inhabitants, especially the younger age groups and even without 504 Squadron’s
Meteors and despite poor weather, activity on the aerodrome reached new levels.
Although the aerodrome recorded only fifty-four movements by 504 Squadron, six
hundred and eighty by 263 Squadron and eight hundred and thirty-eight by 257
Squadron gave a total for July 1956 of one thousand five hundred and seventy-two.
504 Sqn’s travels to Malta started on Friday July 6th.. The ground crews were
marshalled into four waiting Hastings transport aircraft and, followed by their
Meteors, twenty-nine officers and one hundred and twenty-nine airmen flew south
for two weeks in the sun. The Hastings flew direct while the Meteors routed via
Istres in France. All the party completed the journey by the 7th and serious flying
from Malta began on the 9th.
Training started with air-to-air firing but for the first three or four days there were
setbacks, notably with the target tow ropes breaking and a large number of gun
stoppages that the crews felt could have been avoided if the squadron had had time
to thoroughly test the guns either before camp or during the first days of camp.
Friday the thirteenth proved to be lucky however and the programme ran smoothly
with twenty-seven effective air–to-air shoots which constituted a record for them at
that time. With the majority of shoots carried out between fifteen and twenty
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Above and right: 504 Squadron Summer Camp
Malta. Flight article 10th August 1956.

Examining the target drogue after air-to-air
firing. (Norman Bate)

504 Squadron C/O, Sqn Ldr
Pat Briggs returning from a
sortie in Malta. (Norman Bate)

thousand feet, the squadron average of over three percent was considered
reasonable and the additional practice was beginning to pay dividends. Feeling
among the squadron pilots was that scores would have improved considerably had
the firing continued for the whole of the camp.
The second week put training into practice with 504 Squadron’s involvement in
Exercise Maltex. There was a work-up period for the first two days when ‘trade was
very slack’, followed by an increase in tempo for the end of the week, just before
the squadron was withdrawn from the exercise to prepare the aircraft for the
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homeward journey! All went well with the return journey although poor weather in
the UK threatened the possibility of the Meteors being held up at Istres. In the end
all went to plan and their records show twenty-nine officers and one hundred and
twenty-nine airmen safely returning to Wymeswold. The ground party arrived in
four Hastings from Transport Command during the afternoon of Sunday July 22 nd.
The squadron had logged a total of three hundred and ninety-three flying hours in
July but also recorded two flying accidents, one involving an engine failure in flight,
the other was unspecified and, somewhat mysteriously awaited the results of a court
of enquiry.
Morale throughout the squadron at camp was, perhaps not surprising, at a high
level. The officers attended and gave several cocktail parties and two were invited
to spend a day on the Air Officer Commanding’s barge. All members of the
squadron enjoyed the swimming facilities, a party of officers and airmen were given
a guided tour of the aircraft carrier HMS Eagle and just before they left for the return
journey there was a squadron party laid on, attended by the Hon Air/Cdr
J.M. Birkin. The only downside was ‘much discomfort’ from sunburn ‘of the knees,
arms and neck’ for a number of ground crew. The summer camp was declared
complete and the squadron stood down on July 23 rd until August 3rd.
The increased number of flying movements was very obvious to the local residents,
some doubtless accepted with reluctance but the headmaster of Burton school felt
moved to write to the station commander noting that the aerodrome’s activity was
spoiling his students’ concentration. Others, notably in the younger age group, were
less concerned by this, received the steady flow of aircraft with unbridled
enthusiasm and the vantage points along the Hoton-Wymeswold road were often
fully occupied.
Even though some days in July were non-flyable, activity on those when flying did
take place made up for it. The seeming constant stream of single and pairs of
Hunters taking to the air and usually heading east was a sight to behold. In flight,
the sound of the Hunters seemed much more powerful and smoother than the
‘wobble’ of the Meteors. Recovery back at Wymeswold was, as with the Meteors, a
run over the aerodrome with a crisp pull-up break to the left, always militarily
impressive when two or three came in together. Then into the downwind leg, where
the speed brake under the rear fuselage popped down, the undercarriage was
lowered and the aircraft made a sweep around to finals, dipping almost out of sight
behind the ‘hill’ at the 26 end before touching down and rolling out to the end of
the main runway. At this point occasional single Hunters were seen to enjoy a hefty
burst of acceleration after the turn off giving them a fast taxi up the slope on the
smooth resurfaced taxiway past No. 5 hangar where it was straight for some
distance.
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Contemporary RAF recruitment
advertisement ‘Flight’ 10 Aug
1956 depicting a 263
Squadron Hunter.

These high levels of activity on the ground were always a source of interest to
onlookers. Although used to seeing two or three Hunters by Hangar 5, the line up
on the ASP of 'teens' of sleek machines (or at least the sight of their tails lined up in
the distance) or being towed from Hangars 2 and 3 was indicative of potential
activity. So too was the sight of fire tenders and crash vehicles outside their sheds by
the control tower and the red and white chequerboard caravan towed to the edge of
the ORP at which ever end of 08/26 was downwind that day.
There were a few minor excitements in quick succession. On July 24th a Shackleton
was reported to have sustained slight damage to its port wingtip (origin of the
Shackleton and cause of the damage unknown). On the 25th a Hunter (Bendix 90)
landed with severe engine vibrations. On the 27th a Hunter ran off the runway on
landing but no damage was done.
August was something of an anti-climax for 504 Squadron after Malta with just one
hundred and ninety-nine hours flown; three half days were lost due to poor weather
and there was relatively poor attendance by pilots as several were on holiday and
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two were getting married. Thirty-nine cine sorties were achieved a well as a Royal
Observer Corps exercise but much of the activity was focused on the forthcoming
Battle of Britain Day ‘At Home’ on September 15th. The squadron was actively
recruiting new members and had received five enquiries from ex-National Service
and Short Service Commission pilots, it hoped to recruit at least four of these.
The Hunter squadrons were busy both at home and away. 257 Squadron recorded
nineteen days fit for flying and again a feeling they could become a nomadic
squadron without too much bother as they had been successfully flitting to new
airfields on so many brief detachments in recent months. Although the moves were
undertaken very efficiently they put additional pressures on the servicing and
administrative elements. This time, for the second week in August they moved to
RAF Horsham St Faith for Exercise Fabulous. Four Hunters, two Meteors and most of
the pilots went from Wymeswold, putting in seven fourteen-hour days, as a result
achieving one hundred and fifty flying hours. As they were flying the shortest-range
mark of Hunter the squadron was proud of the achievement which put them
towards the top of all the Hunter squadrons’ flying hours achieved – although still,
on average, only four Hunters were fully serviceable each day.
Whilst at Horsham St Faith Fg Off Weeden escaped unhurt when his Hunter had an
undercarriage leg fall off on landing, shortening the landing run – the aircraft was
due for an undercarriage crack test after six more landings but the leg appeared to
have cracked before its time. Meanwhile, at Wymeswold Flt Lts Barwell and Jarvis
returned for a windy but otherwise uneventful landing when the hood of the
Vampire T.11 they were flying came off when they were passing through fifteen
thousand feet. The pilots were not at fault and the squadron noted its pride in
achieving a record of five thousand sorties without avoidable accidents.
Squadron members who had been living at RAF Newton were now allocated
accommodation at Wymeswold, replacing an eighteen-mile commute with one or
two miles, which improved the social life of the squadron members and, to some
extent, overcame the fact that compared with Newton, the housing at Wymeswold
was a little more ‘primitive’. On the flight line, 257 Squadron aircrew were moved,
with much relief, from the ‘by now extremely grimy and bedraggled tents’ to nearby
new Secco huts which were warmer, more comfortable and less noisy. Morale was
reported as continuing to be very high. Also making life easier for the aircraft,
resurfacing the taxiway all the way from No 4 Hangar to the end of runway 26 was
carried out over a three-week period.
About this time some small-scale building work had taken place close to the control
tower and local farmers were asked if they could use the resulting rubble. As we had
a use for this on the farm we took the tractor and trailer along the northern taxiway
from Hoton, received the green light from the runway control caravan and drove up
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263 Squadron brand new
Hunter F.6 (an ‘XE’) with no
squadron markings or cannon
shell collectors yet fitted,
taxiing on Wymeswold’s
northern perimeter track.

to the pile, on the grass well clear of the taxiway. While the rubble was loaded I
enjoyed an hour or two of blissful observing, with Hunters taxiing past from the ASP
to the end of runway 26.
While 257 Squadron was busy with Exercise Fabulous, 263 Squadron were
converting ‘with vigour’ from their Hunter F.2s and F.5s (with the Armstrong
Siddeley Sapphire engines) to F.6s, with Rolls Royce Avon engines giving the new
aircraft significantly increased thrust. This, and fully powered elevators to improve
handling, were the most noticeable differences from earlier marks.
The 263 Squadron ground crews quickly learned the idiosyncrasies of the F.6
Hunter and Rolls Royce were giving support for the newly arrived aircraft by
providing an engine trolley and oil filler until the squadron could procure its own.
One Rolls Royce representative must have suffered some embarrassment when he
damaged one of the brand new aircraft (XE 624) while running up the engine. At full
throttle the Hunter jumped the chock and swung into a Vernon charger resulting in
damage to the port wing and wing tip; it was successfully repaired locally.
Four familiarisation flights were deemed necessary for pilots to adapt to the new
mark, and 263 Squadron set about this task enthusiastically. By the end of August,
all pilots had been through the process, fifteen new F.6s had been delivered and
disposal of ‘the poor man’s Hunter’ to other squadrons was about to begin. At this
changeover time, even with four of 257 Squadron’s Hunters away at Horsham
St Faith it meant that for part of the month close on forty Hunters would have been
at Wymeswold.
On August 23rd and now fully effective with their new aircraft, 263 Squadron were
able to provide fast, high-flying targets for the Day Fighter Leaders School and were
pleased to report their dominance and that just ‘one overworked Hunter achieved
one interception at considerable altitude and speed’.
On the 28th and 30th seven aircraft from each squadron took part in rehearsals for a
planned fly past at Honington on September 6th in honour of the Russian Chief of Air
Staff.
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Contemporary 257 Squadron Hunters in mass cartridge start-up. A never-to-beforgotten sound! (National Records Office)
On the ground the fire section had a little excitement when a civilian Chipmunk
aircraft made an emergency landing on the 21st. The crash crew stood-by on crash
call position while the aircraft landed. The crash tenders followed up and checked
with the pilot who reported that all was now well.
In the first two weeks of September 1956 flying activity at Wymeswold reached a
post-war peak with all three squadrons home-based. As they had practiced, the
Hunter Wing produced fourteen aircraft to take part in the September 6th fly past to
impress the Russian Chiefs of Staff. Part of the exercise was a mass start and the
coordinated firing of starter cartridges produced an almost instantaneous series of
muffled explosions and clouds of dark smoke.
At Wymeswold, the Battle of Britain ‘At Home’ dominated all other commitments
with long hours and intense activity involving unusual activities associated with
preparing publicity, car parks, commentaries, slide shows and ‘all the fun of the fair’
– including dances in 263 Squadron’s records.
Signs advertising the event were prominent throughout the local area and grass on
the aerodrome, always regularly cut, was in pristine condition. Display practices
were underway for the two weeks before the big day. One evening, although the
aerodrome was quiet, the runway lights had been switched on, normally an
indicator of something happening. Close to dusk a hum from the east built in
intensity and nine aircraft formations gradually came into sight, in vic threes the
Hunter Wing followed by 504 Squadron Meteors, flew over the main runway where
each section made a crisp break over the centre before pulling up, losing speed and
progressing in a long procession with undercarriages coming down in preparation
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Contemporary photo of 263 Squadron Hunters taking off. (RAF Wattisham website)
for a stream landing. One-by-one they came in on runway 26, rolling all the way
down to the western end and then, to the delight of a pair of young onlookers,
turned right to travel along the northern taxiway, just a few yards from where we
were standing. Many of the pilots returned our waves and although we were fairly
exhausted by the end the sheer excitement of so much happening in front of our
noses kept us going. It was, presumably, the return of the three squadrons from a
practice with 616 Squadron of the mass arrowhead fly-past they were to perform on
the 15th.
263 Squadron put together a three-Hunter aerobatic team, led by Flt Lt Henderson
with Flt Lts Morrison and Watson in the number two and three slots. They practised
to the delight of many local onlookers in the days before the event and ‘for the
criticism of both aircrew and groundcrew during rehearsals’. The weather before the
15th was variable but the team could at least choose their practice times and visions
of them looping over the centre of the aerodrome with sunlight flashing off three
sets of swept-back wings remain imprinted in my mind. No smoke was used for the
display – it wasn’t needed.
Another peaceful evening a couple of days later, sometime after main flying hours,
a friend and I were mulling over the fact that we never seemed to see the Vampire
doing low-level aerobatics. Perhaps we had subliminally heard the shrill whistle of
257 Squadron’s T.11 taxiing; whatever the prompt, not long after these thoughts, the
Vampire came rolling down runway 26, holding low while it gathered speed,
pulling up into a loop, rolling off the top and proceeding to hammer back with its
engine whine building to a crescendo. It then proceeded to perform an immaculate
tight display around the aerodrome. This was 257’s Sqn Ldr Steele in practice.
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De Havilland Vampire T.11
with 257 Squadron flying over
Wymeswold, summer 1956.
(Eric Belcher)

Once the Vampire was off back to the hangars, a solo 257 Squadron Hunter was put
through its paces by Flt Lt Goodfellow; impressive in its full display and finishing, so
we thought, by pulling up into a high loop from which he rolled out and dawdled
off contentedly westward towards Loughborough. Mulling over the recent display
we were startled to see him returning at low level close to the speed of sound so that
although we caught sight of his approach just before he arrived he was past us
before we heard any significant sound. His zoom at the end of the runway was well
received!
Closer to the day several aircraft types not normally seen at Wymeswold flew over,
notably a group of Lincoln bombers trundled by. On the Thursday and Friday before
the 15th additional aircraft landed and took up residence. Some of these gave

257 Sqn’s solo display pilot
Mike Goodfellow (foreground).
(John O’Neill)
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257 Squadron solo Hunter
taking off from Wymeswold
1956.
(Eric Belcher)

practice solo displays as impressive as the Vampire and Hunter, the Canberra being
memorable for a high wingover from an initial low pass and behaviour most unlike
that of what we perceived a bomber should be. The Javelin, although lacking the
zip of the single-seaters, performed what seemed to be such a clumsy (but perfectly
executed) roll along the main runway axis; the large delta wing, tall tail and slablike horizontal tail surfaces somewhat out of character with low-level aerobatics.
As if they did not have enough to do, the day before the 15th, 263 Squadron had to
send some of their Hunters south at short notice to RAF North Weald on standby for
the Battle of Britain fly-past over London. When they got to North Weald they
discovered the airfield had no suitable fuel for them (AVTUR) so the pilots managed
a hasty lunch and returned to Wymeswold.
Unfortunately on September 15th even the limited sunshine available of the practice
days was absent for Wymeswold’s 1956 Battle of Britain Day At Home. The weather
was cool and overcast in total contrast to the sunny Whitsun RAFA display the
previous year. There was the threat of rain but this arrived only in light drizzle,
mainly in the morning. The event was better organised than the previous year as
well as being much more extensive. The public entered through different gates and
had access to most of the aerodrome south of the main runway. Local history was
made when, for the first time, an Auster AOP.6 of 1969 Flight piloted by Capt
Kendall Jones of the Royal Artillery was asked to assist traffic control; PC Robert
Harbidge flew as observer and ‘wirelessed’ information to police on the ground.

Visitors and participating
aircraft park on the northern
side of the airfield
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This was used to help in controlling the ‘huge’ amount of traffic heading for, and
later leaving, RAF Wymeswold that day.
A long line of aircraft formed the static display along the southern half of runway
03/21 with the section to the north of the main runway used as a parking line for
aircraft taking part in the flying.
The static display included Boulton Paul Balliol, Hunting Provost and Avro
Lincolns.
Behind the control tower at the end of Hangar 1 was one of the stars of the show, a
vintage 1910 Deperdussin monoplane brought in by road from the Old Warden
Collection. Nearby was an Auster AOP.6 from 1969 (AOP) Flight, No. 664
Squadron, set out to show its role in observing the effectiveness of artillery fire and
undertaking reconnaissance and photographic sorties.
In the hangars was a range of technical displays including an ejector seat practice
rig. In Hangar 5, set away from the four main hangars, were four Hunters
immediately immediately notable for their non-local squadron markings (and
therefore exotic); there was no information on their status but rumour had it that
they were from RAF Germany.
Sqn Ldr Steele opened the show with his solo display in the Vampire and later
performed aerobatics to order, requested (and presumably ‘sponsored’) by members
of the public. ‘Now for Mrs Smith of Nottingham…. a zoom… '!
The Wymeswold and Wattisham Wings put up a highly commendable twenty-fouraircraft formation fly-past comprising eight Meteors from 504 Squadron, eight from
616 Squadron and eight Hunters combined from 257 and 263 Squadrons. The
problems of matching the speeds of the Meteors and Hunters that had been
encountered in their limited practices were overcome by good flying. Solo displays
were given by Flt Lt Goodfellow in a Hunter F.2 from 257 Squadron; Flt Lt Smeeth
in a Meteor F.8 from 504 Squadron who additionally responded to requests, his
finest effort being an eight-point roll starting from an inverted position. Fg Off Martin
of 257 Squadron added to the home contribution with ‘a spirited and
polished’display in a piston Provost; an Auster Aiglet speeding along at eighty
m.p.h. at fifteen hundred feet dropped a parachutist who came to ground in the
middle of the airfield having drifted considerably off target in the strong wind. As
widely reported in the local press, various military aircraft added to the variety of
the day, including the Fairy Gannet anti-submarine aircraft and Supermarine
Attackers from the Fleet Air Arm; English Electric Canberra B.6 and Vickers Valiant
bombers; De Havilland Comet Mark 2 and Handley Page Hastings transports;
Gloster Javelin, De Havilland Venom and Gloster Meteor NF.14 fighters; Sabres,
Thunderstreaks and Tornados of the USAF. I don’t know whether any or all of these
appeared but they are listed in subsequent press reports.
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Above: Avro Lincoln. Below: Handley Page Hastings.
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Top to bottom:
Vickers Varsity.
Nottingham University Air
Squadron (Notts UAS)
De Havilland Chipmunk.
Auster AOP.7.
Hawker Hunter F.2 of 257
Squadron with Meteor and
Canberra.
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Above: Gloster Meteor NF.14
and De Havilland Venom.
Right: De Havilland Vampire
T.11.
Below: De Havilland photo
reconnaissance Mosquito.
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Top to bottom:
Avro Anson.
Supermarine Spitfire TE384,
used as an instructional
airframe, air display static
aircraft and gate guardian at
Wymeswold (1955 to 1957)
and subsequently passed out of
RAF service to be restored in
Australia and currently (2019)
in the USA.
Meteor F.8, Hunter and
Fairchild Argus in the static
line with pleasure flight
Dragon Rapide. Behind is the
mobile airfield radar that
arrived with the Wattisham
Wing and the fixed airfield
beacon.
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Before-the-display photo of Deperdussin from the Shuttleworth Collection, a glider
and Hunter as part of the static park behind the hangars, with Meteors parked in
front of the hangars.
The low cloud base precluded loops and constrained 263 Squadron’s aerobatic
team but the flat displays kept up a good tempo and the climax came when they
flew the length of the airfield in tight ‘vic’ formation with the lead aircraft inverted.
Typical of Battle of Britain air displays at the time, there was a competition to judge
the height and speed of an aircraft flying over and local input was complemented by
small formations or single fly-pasts from a variety of service aircraft types on a
circuit from one display to another.
One of many highlights of the afternoon was a dogfight between a Spitfire, flown by
Geoffrey Quill, and a Hurricane, flown by Bill Bedford. At the time both pilots were
nationally-known figures. They seemed to end honours even. A very different and at
the time unique display was given by Rolls Royce Hunter XF833 which had been
fitted with prototype thrust reversers in the rear fuselage. Fresh from its international
performance at the Farnborough Air Show the previous week, it produced a
standard fly by, landed, rolled to a halt and then, under full control, proceeded to
reverse back down the runway.
The PA system warned that ‘enemy forces’ on the aerodrome had made a rocket
and this was about to be launched at a friendly target. The rocket had to be
destroyed, an attack was impending and a force of bombers had been reported
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Royal Navy Fairy Gannet
giving its display. Beyond that
visitors and participating
aircraft park. (Press cutting
from National Archives)

approaching from the Northeast. Eight of 504 Squadron’?s Meteors were
immediately scrambled to meet and break up the attacking force. Six Lincoln
bombers rolled in (with occasional Meteors in attendance) firing flares and sounding
menacing. There was initially a slight sense of disappointment because some of us
locals thought the Meteors had gone off to intercept the ‘enemy’ bombers and we
knew they should all have been shot down well away from their target. However
the true story emerged and they headed for a somewhat flimsy-looking eighteen feet
high ‘intercontinental rocket’ on the far side of the aerodrome. In the event their
attack proved highly successful and with loud bangs and in clouds of black smoke,
the target disappeared.
504 Squadron’s Meteors returned with aplomb and treated us to an interpass
formation exchange. Two formations of four aircraft approached each other, one
from each end of the main runway. When they met each formation flew between
the aircraft of the other and climbed out.
To finish the day a glider display was given by two officers of Home Command,
followed by an aerobatic team of Vampires from RAF Swinderby.
The end result of all the Station and Squadrons’ hard work was a very efficiently run
'At Home' showing off the work of RAF Wymeswold to great effect and raising over
£1000 for RAF charities. The only damage reported was to the blown-off-course
parachutist who landed on the runway and cut his arm. Once the last members of
the estimated one hundred thousand public visitors and ten thousand cars had left
the aerodrome the gates were firmly closed, everything was tidied up and flying life
got back to its normal routine.
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Rolls Royce’s reverse thrust
Hunter. (George Webb)

Left: ‘Alien spaceship’, the target for – and
subsequently ‘destroyed’ by – the attacking
Lincoln force. (National Archives)

Above: Hangar 2 (?) after the big day, with
Hunter, Meteor and Spitfire. (Via Pat
Hubbard)
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View from the control tower of 504 Squadron’s Hunters running in for the break
and landing after their never-to-be-repeated ‘interpass’ formation. (Via Keith
Hislop)
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RAF Wymeswold – Postwar Flying
1956 (Part Three)
Exercise ‘Stronghold’; one thousand six hundred and thirty-five aircraft
movements in September; a busy autumn; rumours of change

All three squadrons were involved in Exercise Stronghold immediately after the 'At
Home'; the next weekend 504 Squadron, operating from Wymeswold, were on
standby but spent most of their time in the crew room with only eleven pairs of
Meteors scrambled and three enemy aircraft claimed as ‘destroyed’.
Both 263 and 257 Squadrons were again on detachment, 263 to Horsham St Faith
where they took six aircraft and eleven pilots. Like 504 Squadron they experienced
a high number of non-flying cockpit hours and to add to the frustration they were
frequently scrambled by Eastern Sector just after a changeover of pilots, leaving
those who had minutes before been sitting patiently in their Hunters now standing
cross and numb watching their colleagues fly off to do battle. At the start of the
second week 43 Squadron arrived at Horsham from Leuchars to reinforce Eastern
Sector; this had the effect of halving an ‘all too infrequent trade with the enemy’.
Despite this, the squadron made the most of the opportunity to demonstrate the

RAF Wymeswold entrance and entrance guard hut, September 1956.
(John O’Neill)
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257 Squadron on detachment at RAF Strubby.
(257 Squadron official records)

superiority of their Hunter F.6 over earlier marks, both in the air and on the ground,
so honour was duly satisfied. One benefit of the exercise was that they were
provided with double rations of chocolate and coffee together with a mid-morning
urn of tea and hard-boiled eggs. Once the system was in place most members of the
squadron were sufficiently switched-on to have two breakfasts per day and some
even claim to have managed three.
On Exercise ‘Stronghold’, 263 Squadron flew one hundred and fifty-seven sorties
totalling just over ninety-eight flying hours so the average sortie was less than forty
minutes. Initially the squadron operated from Horsham St Faith’s ASP and had a
short taxi out to the runway to take off but later the Hunters were turned around on
the ASP and then moved to stand-by on the ORP, a system that worked well for both
servicing and flying crews. A high number of false starts had the unfortunate result
in running the Hunters’ batteries down (they were later replaced with high duty
batteries) but the majority started on the second attempt with the help of a Vernon
charger. This too caused problems because the Vernon charger needed Avpin fuel
and since very few RAF stations had suitable supplies the Vampire T.11 was given
the additional role of carrying Avpin reserves. Avpin was a liquid used to fuel the
starter motor. It was highly volatile and would burn even without oxygen,
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producing hydrocyanic gas hence the role of Avpin carrier was not one sought after
by pilots!
Meanwhile, 257 Squadron was also on detachment. One important requirement of
exercises such as Stronghold was to see how quickly squadrons could deploy to
other airfields. As a result, which squadrons were to be deployed to which airfield
was not made known by Fighter Command until the exercise started for real.
However, 257 Squadron had made effective use of its contacts in high places and
learned that their destination was to be RAF Strubby, a relatively little-known
airfield on the Lincolnshire coast by Mablethorpe. An hour after the exercise started
the expected signal was received from Group Headquarters sending them –
surprise! surprise! – to Strubby. Within half an hour the ground crew with all their
equipment were on the road and the pilots were waiting to leap into their aircraft as
soon as the advance party arrived. Just four hours later the squadron commander
was delighted to send the signal that his squadron was fully operational at the new
base! This was, apparently, by far the fastest deployment in Fighter Command – by
a long way – and questions were later asked about how they managed it.
Regardless of the subterfuge through which they had prior notice of their
destination, 257 Squadron were becoming so used to detachments and moving that
removal to a new airfield had become almost a Standard Operating Procedure;
everyone knew what they had to do as part of the general scheme. Moving fourteen
Hunters ‘and their attendant paraphernalia’ was described as ‘just too easy, even
though it did entail much hard work and the occasional call for quick thinking and
initiative’. Once at Strubby, although the pilots were fortunate to be housed in the
Officers Mess, the majority of the squadron was put up in tented accommodation in
a not-very-restful position just fifty metres from the ORP.
A recent pre-Wymeswold exercise on the south coast had been fraught with fuel
shortages for 257 Squadron leading to concerns about possible emergency
diversions or worse. As they were flying the shorter ranged F.2 and F.5 Hunters, 257
Squadron’s pilots were given a tight briefing on fuel consumption and maximum
range at different speeds and heights so, when controllers asked if a pair could
intercept an additional target in a direction that would take them further away from
base, they knew immediately whether or not it was feasible. The first day was busy
and Nick Carter recalls several sorties during one of which he got involved with ‘a
huge dogfight over the Wash, the squadron was being attacked by a large number
of aircraft from 2nd Tactical Air Force in Germany with aircraft milling about all over
the place’. Despite the briefing, they obviously got somewhat carried away in the
excitement and when Nick’s Number Two called ‘bingo’ indicating his fuel state
meant they should head for home the controller had to divert them to West
Raynham. Here they were refuelled and ready to go again in thirty minutes. Nick
describes the week as ‘seven days of intensive and very exciting flying’.
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There was a planned lull in activity midway through Exercise Stronghold, during
which aircraft were prepared for a second onslaught. Typical of teams that work
hard and play hard the pilots and groundcrew alike, temporarily relieved of the
pressure, celebrated their achievements or drowned their sorrows in local hostelries
but were astounded when they were refused further drinks by the barman at one
establishment because ‘some of the gentlemen seem to have had rather a lot
already’. Didn’t he know there was a war on?
The second phase of Stronghold showed marked tendencies towards being an anticlimax but the squadron cine records showed a couple of occasions when F-100
Super Sabres were caught unawares i.e. without reheat, in addition to one or two
chases after Canberras from height down to sea level. Such events kept the
squadron interest alive. Also keeping them on their mettle was a reminder of the
capacity of the Sapphire engine to malfunction when Lt Mills’ Hunter (a Royal Navy
pilot flying with them) suffered the squadron’s ninth engine technical failure in two
years. With no fuel problems his entry into the circuit was normal but as he throttled
back on the downwind leg the engine stopped and refused to relight necessitating
an emergency landing on the grass. Unfortunately his port undercarriage leg had
not had time to lock down and the Hunter lurched wildly, ‘giving nasty frights to the
GCA controllers and an intrepid fire engine driver’.
The last day of the exercise was one largely of frustration; starting at 0600 hours the
pilots were kept at thirty minutes notice for ‘ten listless hours’. There had been
persistent rain all day. As a result when, at long last, two pairs were scrambled only
two aircraft started. The leader of the next pair took the initiative and ordered a start
up but the engine of his number two would not start so just three aircraft took off.
Heading towards their target they had a strong tail wind and were moving at over
seven hundred m.p.h. but when passing through forty thousand feet the second
aircraft suffered a pressurisation failure and, to keep breathing, the pilot had to
rapidly drop to a lower altitude and return to base. The two remaining Hunters
claimed their target as destroyed so the desired end result was achieved but they
hoped that a future hot war would not involve their Hunters waiting in a damp
atmosphere for hours on end.
257 Squadron was even faster returning to home base as it had been deploying;
within thirty minutes of the order to stand down, thirteen of the squadron’s Hunters
had taken off, each giving Strubby a suitable noisy low-level pass. No doubt their
arrival at Wymeswold was equally emphatic. Camp was struck so quickly that
within two hours of ‘camp end’ the last of the road transport trundled through
Wymeswold’s main gates.
The squadron had taken fourteen Hunters to Strubby and had to leave one behind
to be repaired. They were proud of the fact that they had consistently had ten
aircraft serviceable, put down to the fact that, compared with normal staffing, they
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had an additional sixty or so airmen available to help. When these returned to their
own departments, serviceability returned to normal but for the whole month they
were able to claim an average of six to seven aircraft available. On September 30th
257 Squadron listed ninety-four on the squadron roll: twenty-three officers, one
Warrant Officer, eight Senior NCOs and sixty-two Corporals and Airmen.
Despite all this activity 257 Squadron only flew two hundred and forty-eight hours
in Hunters and twenty in training aircraft during the month, partly as a result of the
'At Home' commitments but also reflecting the lack of scrambles in the second

Above: Line up of 257 Sqn
Hunters at Wymeswold 1956.
Centre: 257 Sqn’s Goodfellow
and Hamilton taxi out for a
sortie.
Right: 257 Sqn’s Mike
Goodfellow and Ian Hamilton
walk out from the dispersal
line hut where the aircraft
flight document (F700) was
prepared and the pilots
checked and signed before
flight.Wymeswold Sept 1956.
(John O’Neill)
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Exercise ‘Fabulous’, a 263 Squadron Hunter F.5 alongside 56 Sqn aircraft on the
line at RAF Waterbeach. (RAF Wattisham website)
week of Stronghold which the squadron commander, in an interestingly ambiguous
and perhaps foresighted phrase put down to ‘the lack of targets, due in turn to the
political situation’.
Overall, however, RAF Wymeswold had had a remarkable month with a total of
sixteen hundred and thirty-five aircraft movements.
In October the Hunters were mainly operating from Wymeswold and both
squadrons recorded an increase in hours despite the fact that 263 Squadron did
have one week (11th to 19th) with six aircraft and eleven pilots at RAF Horsham
St Faith for Exercise Fabulous. Despite the exercise they carried out few sorties
while away with just two scrambles. For five days there they had poor weather early
and late, restricting activities but at least they fitted in six gun-firing sorties (not airto-air). In fact as yet none of either Hunter squadrons’ pilots had fired Hunters airto-air at the flag target; 263 Squadron set up cine practice at the end of the month
in preparation for what was hoped to be the real thing in November. The Hunter
Wing flew a total of seven hundred and six hours in October. The circuit at
Wymeswold was busy.
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Two of 263 Squadron’s Hunter Mark 6s suffered burst tyres on landing and ran off
the runway but were otherwise undamaged. 257 Squadron’s F.2s however were
more problematic. Flt Lt Barwell’s aircraft set the ball rolling when the retaining
clamps on its jet pipe came loose and the pipe slipped back twelve inches on take
off. The engine began belching smoke and losing power. Flt Lt Barwell cut the
engine, fired the extinguisher, opened the hood, put out an R/T call, switched
everything off and had most of his straps undone by the time he came to a halt on
the ORP at the other end of the runway. He reported that ‘the aircraft felt hot’ but
suffered no ill effects and later in the month was able to fly an aerobatic display in
front of an American audience at RAF Molesworth for which he subsequently
received a letter full of glowing praise.
The next victim was Fg Off Hamilton, whose Hunter flamed out when taxiing, an
unusual occurrence. Although he was able to demonstrate this again to a local
audience he found he could not do so some days later in front of an assembled
group of experts from all over the country; the cause of the flame out remained
unknown. A flame out also hit Flt Lt Perdue’s Hunter at the end of a landing run for
no apparent reason. Finally Fg Offs McEwan and Gill returned to the circuit one day
to find that neither could lower their Hunter’s port undercarriage using normal
systems. Each selected manual and operated the emergency system. Fg Off Gill
landed successfully on three wheels and found his way back to dispersal but Fg Off
McEwan was less successful and was forced to land on two wheels, which resulted
in his Hunter ending up on the Hoton-Prestwold road.
504 Squadron reported a quiet month with attendance by pilots ‘a little slack’.
Unlike the Hunters, air-to-air firing at the flag was possible for the Meteors on the
second and fourth weekends and towing aircraft (generally T.7s) were seen edging
down the runway before takeoff to allow the banner rope to be hitched on below
the rear fuselage. They achieved a squadron average of over eight percent despite a
number of shoots being non-effective because of targets breaking away as a result of
the nylon rope parting. Air-to-air firing was the life blood of a fighter squadron and
the squadron commander noted in his monthly report that flying would concentrate
on this at the expense of other exercises until the scores ‘improved vastly’.
The autumn weather played its traditional part in restricting flying to a certain extent
in November, but so too did international politics. Following Egypt’s President
Nasser nationalizing the Suez Canal, supplies of fuel from the Middle East had been
blocked and there was great difficulty in obtaining sufficient petrol for cars in the
UK. As a result, rationing was being introduced on December 17th and before that
garages were under instruction from the Minister of Fuel and Power to restrict daily
sales so that existing supplies would be spread across the month. Many of 504
Squadron’s pilots decided that it was more fuel efficient to come in for a full day on
Sunday rather than two half-days so Saturday attendance was low. Only one
hundred and sixty-five hours were flown.
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Meanwhile, to the delight of their pilots, Wymeswold’s Hunters were at last doing
what day fighters were built to do: air-to-air firing. Each of the squadrons went to
Horsham St Faith to accrue time flying on the flag. Although modifications to the
early model Hunters had taken care of the engine surges and cartridge collection
that plagued them during firing, the short range available, particularly of the
Sapphire-engined F.2s and F.5s was a problem. They did not have enough fuel to fly
from Wymeswold to the ranges off the east coast, undertake a live shoot and fly
back to base.
It was 263 Squadron’s turn first. Having spent time at the end of October preparing
their guns for spot harmonisation (ensuring they were set to focus at the distance
chosen by the pilot) they were fully primed and left Wymeswold for Horsham
St Faith on November 2nd where they had three Meteor tow-ships available, two
from the host airfield and one from 63 Squadron. Fifty-seven shoots were completed
(forty-seven effective) and on November 8th they returned cock-a-hoop to
Wymeswold at having at last fired if not in anger the at least for real and on the
return trip they fitted in a final fling of an air-to-sea shoot. Gun ports suitably sooty
they were able to cock a snook at 257 Squadron who were spending the first three
weeks of the month engaged in medium and high level cine attacks on the flag and
getting aircraft serviceable for their detachment to Horsham St Faith for a week on
November 23rd.
257 Squadron’s ground crew at Wymeswold had worked hard to overcome the
serviceability problems of the F.2 and F.5 Hunters; their efforts ensured that the
squadron’s aircraft were on top line for their visit. The weather on the morning of
their departure was poor but because the squadron had a commitment to have four
Hunters ‘on state’ early in the day as part of Exercise Fabulous, four experienced
pilots flew Hunters down to Norfolk in the murk; the remainder went down later in
the day when the weather lifted. Exercise Fabulous appears to have not lived up to
its name generating only two scrambles; thus the squadron had four aircraft and four
pilot-equivalents occupied for a week in order that four sorties could be made.
Live firing on the flag on the other hand fully lived up to expectations with most
pilots having two or three effective shoots but not without frustrations in the first five
days ‘when the weather clamped on the range, aeroplanes refused to fire or gave up
firing after the first burst’. Results got better as the week progressed with a total of
thirty-seven effective shoots and just four non-effective; the squadron average rose
from two percent to a final figure of six and a half percent which was felt satisfactory
since this was the first air-to-air firing by the squadron in over two years, an
interesting statistic for a front-line fighter squadron.
There was the usual jocularity on the pilots’ return from an air-firing sortie. When
greeted by ‘Did you clobber it?’ relies varied from the optimistic ‘I should get my
usual 98 percent' to the pessimistic ‘I hope the flag falls off before the Meteor gets
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back’ along with the very senior pilot who, having examined the flag commented
‘I felt sure that gun sight was inaccurate!’
Like their sister squadron, 257 Squadron returned to Wymeswold happier than
when they left, with boosted morale.
263 Squadron, having done their firing early in the month were back to normal
training although again being called to pit their Hunter F.6s against the Day Fighter
Leader School on two occasions which proved to be ‘quite successful’ from 263
Squadron’s point of view. The serviceability of their F.6s was holding up well and
they were able to put up battle formations of eight aircraft from Wymeswold. On
one of the DFLS interceptions there were eight 263 Squadron aircraft against eight
of the ‘enemy’. They hoped for more of these ‘dings’ in the future.
Apart from two Hunter F.6’s each bursting a tyre the month was incident-free and
overall the Hunters flew four hundred and twelve hours, the Hunter squadron’s
training aircraft ninety-five. 263 Squadron’s Hunters started to be ferried to RAF
Martlesham Heath for a Minor Inspection and while the ‘XEs’ at last had the
squadron insignia painted on the aircraft nose. Eagle-eyed locals took note and
were delighted to at last confirm that 263 Squadron was still in residence. However,
one of the F.6s was discovered to have a fractured mounting on a section of the
drive to the gearbox, the first major snag to be encountered with the F.6: it was to
have a major impact on their flying at the end of the year.
On the ground the admin staff of both Hunter squadrons had been stretched by the
moves between Wymeswold and Horsham but the social side of squadron life was
maintained. With the coming of the dark, colder evenings it was found that the mess
was more inhabited than in the dry summer evenings and a mess dinner was held
mid-month. Although the food ‘could have been better’ the evening ‘developed
quite nicely and it was just as well that the next day was not a flying day’. Farewell
parties were also arranged for departing squadron members of 257 Squadron, one
at the Windmill in Wymeswold and one at the Red Lion in Costock and several
unofficial parties developed when more then a quorum was present!
Wymeswold’s station commander, Wg Cdr Frank Jensen was trying to plan ahead,
recognizing that the Hunters would be returning to Wattisham before too long. He
was seeking information of any future deployments to the aerodrome. Without this
it was difficult to decide what works services should be asked for ‘certain things
need to be done if there is to be another deployment but would be a waste of
money and effort if there isn’t to be’.
In terms of both hours and sorties December 1956 saw the least flying at
Wymeswold since the Hunters had arrived in June. Very poor weather, a
detachment by 263 Squadron to Horsham St Faith and the subsequent grounding of
their aircraft on their return made for a relatively quiet month. In total the three
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squadrons flew four hundred and forty-four hours although most of 263 Squadron’?s
sorties were from Horsham St Faith. When they arrived back on the 13th they were
told that the fractured mounting for the gearbox drive discovered in November was
serious enough for all the Hunter F.6s to be grounded until suitable modifications
could be made.
257 Squadron recorded the weather at Wymeswold in December as ‘appalling’
with only three days in the month when flying over an eight hour period was
possible and no flying at all was possible on eight days, sometimes because no
suitable diversion airfield was available. Their winter flying activities were also
affected by intensified restrictions on marginal weather flying that had recently been
introduced although a side effect of the restrictions was noted as producing ‘useful
changes in pilots’ approaches to sortie planning’. The Sapphire-powered Hunters
had been again cleared for night flying and it was planned to finish each day's flying
with a ‘Duskers’ detail. However almost invariably this ambition was thwarted by
deteriorating visibility and only a disappointing one hour and fifteen minutes of
night flying was eventually recorded.
On the 10th Fg Off Millward had been airborne for twenty minutes when the tower
called to say they thought his aircraft had lost a wheel on take off. On return to
Wymeswold it was confirmed that his starboard main wheel was missing but he
made a skilful safe landing on two wheels and a brake drum with plenty of sparks
to satisfy the large number of spectators. The station commander hotly pursued him
down the runway in his car with the official crash crews bringing up the rear.
Although the official record does not say where this Hunter ended up, one evening
in November 1956 I arrived home from school to be told that there was a Hunter
blocking the Hoton to Wymeswold road, having overshot runway 03/21, bounced
over the ditch and come to a final rest half across the road. I was immediately on my
bike and pedalled furiously down to see what was happening. By then, with police
and a good number of servicemen in evidence, a large crane had arrived and a
frame was being attached to the aircraft behind the cockpit, in preparation for lifting
it bodily. I gingerly and reverently ran my hand along the smooth wing leading
edge.
Despite this event, 257 Squadron were justly proud of the fact that they had the best
avoidable accident rate for Hunter squadrons in Fighter Command and that there
was no accident due to pilot error during the year.
504 Squadron, although only flying at weekends and despite the petrol shortage,
managed a creditable flying programme with one hundred and fifty-five flying hours
including two Sundays with air firing and one weekend’s practice interceptions with
Eastern Sector. The air firing score was nine percent so as good as that achieved by
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the regular squadrons. But Fg Off Otty, who averaged nearly twenty-five percent for
his two shoots, perhaps biased the overall figure a little. The squadron commander’s
remarks that ‘general attendance had fallen off during the latter part of the year not
only because of petrol rationing but also because of the effect of many strong
rumours of the disbanding of all Auxiliary Flying Squadrons. The silence of the Air
Ministry in either the confirmation or the denial of these rumours has been
interpreted by many individuals as confirming them and keenness has subsequently
been blunted’. That said, the squadron’s annual Winter Ball was a resounding
success.
The records for flying at Wymeswold often highlight the restrictions poor weather
placed on the day fighter squadrons and it was ironic but perhaps fitting that it was
perfect air-to-air firing weather when 263 Squadron’s battle formation of ten
Hunters flew back on December 13th. The impressive sight proved to be an
unwitting finale; a squadron returning home from a successful sortie when they had
done what they were trained to do. The station commander was again reflecting on
the fact that he had had no indication of further deployments to Wymeswold and
noted that while morale remained high some Auxiliaries were apprehensive of
being disbanded, rumours continued to be bandied around without being denied by
the Air Ministry.
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RAF Wymeswold
1957
The end of front line flying at Wymeswold; winding down;
final farewells; care and maintenance

The cold weather from December continued into January 1957. The first of 263
Squadron’s post-modification Hunter F.6s was given an air test on January 3rd and,
when weather permitted, the rest of the adapted aircraft were flown with the pilots
‘eager to once again sample the joys of the upper atmosphere after a fortnight’s
chair borne time’. Work on the runway at Wattisham had now been completed and
both Hunter squadrons used the limited winter flying weather in preparing for the
return to their Suffolk base. The Hunter Wing was dined out in Wymeswold’s
Officers Mess on January 11th in the presence of several VIPs; ‘the Mess suffered
some damage’.
The air party made an unspectacular departure from Wymeswold on January 15th;
the newly-prepared runway at the Suffolk base was declared ‘a positive joy after the
hills and dales that were a prominent feature of the Wymeswold runway’!
So, Wymeswold returned to being a one-Wing weekend-flying base. 504 Squadron
had just one weekend’s flying in 1957 during which they logged fifty-one hours
with, as usual, good serviceability. The flag was seen being attached for the last time
to the Meteor T.7 and towed aloft to the east for what was to be their final for air-toair firing. For the record, their average was 6.2 percent.
On January 11th 1957, squadron commanders of all RAuxAF flying units were
assembled at the Air Ministry, where it was announced that all auxiliary flying
squadrons were to be disbanded. Although the effective date would be March 9 th,
flying would cease immediately. ‘This news, although not unexpected, was a great
blow to all members of the squadron especially as the news was delivered in such
an abrupt manner. It meant that the squadron was not able to carry out a final flying
weekend and to (ever again) fly as a squadron.’
Perhaps politics and economics demanded a sharp cut; perhaps it was felt that to
allow lively young men one last flight together was asking too much of their self-
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control to avoid expressions of exuberance. Perhaps. But if so it would have been
an insult to the professionalism of the pilots. As weekend volunteers they had signed
up and were committed to being part of the defence of the United Kingdom. They
delivered standards in many respects as high as their regular squadron counterparts
and many had more flying experience, including combat, than some of the regular
pilots. They played hard and they worked hard but they were always a military unit
and performed as such.
It was later learned that the Air Ministry has relented a little and three aircraft would
be allowed to carry out a fly-past during the final farewell parade on February 17th.
The squadron declined this as it was considered that just three aircraft would not be
an adequate representation of the squadron. What would have been a fitting finale
for them would have been a full squadron formation over their home city of
Nottingham and their home base, Wymeswold.
The station commander noted: ‘Almost without exception Royal Auxiliary officers
and airmen were bitter, not necessarily because they were being dispensed with but
more because of the ungracious and unfeeling way in which the announcement
was made and the disbandment was being handled’.
As it was, statistically January was busy for RAF Wymeswold with six hundred and
twenty-eight aircraft movements, those after the departure of 257 and 263
Squadrons and the standing down of 504 Squadron being described as of a routine
training nature.
257 Squadron

266

263 Squadron

175

504 Squadron

98

Station Flight

44

1969 (AOP) Flight

5

Military visitors

40

The world did not stop for Wymeswold, the signals section reported the installation
of equipment in the new VHF ground transmitter and receiver buildings but this
improvement was perhaps planned before the auxiliaries’ stand down was
announced. The atmosphere at the Station was quiet and sad in the last half of the
month with just one aircraft flying – the station commander, Frank Jensen, had
retained Meteor F.8 WH504 which had been marked up for some time as ‘FJ’, Flash
Jig.
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Section of an oil painting of RAF Wymeswold by David Hardstaff (2002). This
brilliantly captures the atmosphere (and detail) of Hangars 1,2 and 3 with the
Meteor F.4 (silver) and F.8 (camouflaged) reflecting 504 Sqn’s time with these
aircraft. (504 (County of Nottingham) Squadron Association).
At the beginning of February several other aircraft were also still on the Station with
504 Squadron’s Meteors awaiting collection and three Hunters undergoing
necessary maintenance in the hangars. Between February 11th and 13th the Meteors
were collected by the Ferry Unit of Transport Command; all of the squadron’s
aircraft were flown away apart from one, which suddenly went ‘unserviceable’. This
Meteor F.8 managed to stay until the 28th.

Contemporary text on watching 504 Sqn’s Meteors depart. The officers mentioned
are probably Norman Bate and Syd Ellis.
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The Queen's Standard.

On March 3rd the Station was opened to receive De Havilland Devon aircraft
bringing VIPs who were taking part in the presentation of the 504 Squadron’s
Standard by Air Chief Marshall Sir Francis J. Fogarty CBE, KCB, DFC, AFC. As 504
Squadron’s manpower resources had (not surprisingly) dwindled, the Station
‘substantially subsidised’ the event. The weather was kind and the ceremony went
‘extremely well’. As the Station records put it: ‘thus departed 504 Squadron from the
Service, on a note, proud and fitting, which visibly affected many of those watching
this farewell appearance’.
Life at Wymeswold carried on although with flying activity at a much reduced level.
The Station Flight was active and in February there were twenty-eight military
visitors’ movements. A single military visitor that made a good number of these
movements was to prove important for the future at Wymeswold being a Vampire
from RAF Syerston carrying out trial circuits. Watnall ATCC also directed three
practice emergencies to Wymeswold in the month where the aircraft were given
controlled descents followed by roller landings or overshoots.
The Station’s records do not show when the three remaining Hunters from
Wattisham (noted in the February records) finally left and whether that was by air or
otherwise but in April there were sixty-eight movements – twenty-four military
visitors, the rest being the Station Flight – and two more practice emergencies via
Watnall ATCC, this time a Vampire and a Provost.
Wng Cdr Jensen was finally informed that RAF Wymeswold was to be put on a Care
and Maintenance’ basis, initially from April 15th but later this was extended to May
10th.
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Somehow one Meteor had still been held back and on May 9th 1957 the last flight of
a Meteor at Wymeswold took place. Sgt McPhalin of No 12 Group
Communications Flight ferried Mk.8 WH500 to RAF Kirkbride where it joined the
other discarded aircraft from 504 Squadron.
The Airfield was finally closed at 1500 on May 10th 1957. Wg Cdr F.W.M. Jensen
OBE DFC AFC handed over the Station command to Sqn Ldr R. Harding for an
unknown future. For the second time in its short life, RAF Wymeswold was officially
under Care and Maintenance.
The fate of the Wattisham Wing
Although initially it was apparently a return to normal for the two Hunter squadrons,
1957 proved to be all change for both. At the end of December 1956, the squadrons
comprised two hundred and one personnel: forty-seven officers, two Warrant
Officers, seventeen Senior NCOs and one hundred and thirty-five corporals and
airmen. End of year promotions saw both squadrons lose their commanding officers
when Sqn Ldr Fitzgerald of 263 Squadron and Sqn Ldr Steele of 257 Squadron who
had led their men through the ins and outs at Wymeswold were on the move. Then,
on March 29th 257 Squadron was disbanded as a flying unit. It was re-formed as a
Bloodhound surface-to-air missile unit in June 1960, performing that role until
December 1963. 263 Squadron continued to fly Hunters, but moved to Stradishall
in July 1957. One year later it was disbanded as 263 Squadron but immediately the
personnel took over No.1 Squadron’s ‘number plate’ and as that squadron
continued to fly Hunters and eventually, become the first Harrier squadron and, in
2012 the fourth squadron flying the Typhoon.
A number 263 Squadron was reformed in June 1959 at RAF Watton, like 257
Squadron, as a Bloodhound SAM unit.

Continued in Part 4
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